Puppy dogs;
7 - Nice tricolour boy, very elegant. Excellent top line, very nice neck. Excellent head, ears are
still a little bit large but well set. Excellent front and fit. Excellent rear tail set and coat. Nice
marking.
4 - Tricolour boy, correct construction with excellent top line, nice neck, correct head excellent
ear set, eyes could be better, correct front and rear excellent tail set coat and marking.
5 - Red boy, nice construction, correct top line, very good neck, excellent head with good
wrinkles. Correct eyes and ears, excellent front, excellent rear, correct tail set single curl.
Excellent mover.

Puppy bitches;
10 - Red bitch, excellent type and construction, nice top line, excellent head, nice wrinkles, ears
are still little large excellent eye shape, correct front and chest, excellent rear angulation tail-set
and coat. Superb mover.
11 - Red bitch, nice construction top line still soft, correct neck, nice head with excellent ears
and correct wrinkles correct eye shape, very good front. nice rear angulation and tail-set, correct
mover on side little loose in front.
9 - Red puppy bitch, excellent wrinkles, eye shape could be more almond. Very good front and
tail-set excellent coat, need more practice in movement.

Junior dog;
12 - Red boy, excellent size, very good top-line, excellent neck, very nice head excellent ears,
excellent eyes shape, correct front and fit. excellent rear, could have better tail set, excellent
double curl tail very good coat. excellent movement up and down, correct drive.
13 - Nice big boy, correct construction, excellent top line, nice head, correct wrinkles, shoulder
too straight. nice rear angulation, nice tail set, nice long coat little too loose in front in
movement.

Intermediate dog;
15 - Nice head, correct size, excellent top line in standing, nice expressive head correct wrinkles,
excellent ears and eyes, correct front and chest. excellent tail-set and curly tail, nice coat
texture, top-line could be better in movement correct drive.
17 - Red boy, correct construction very good top-line excellent neck, nice head very good
wrinkles, front could be better, excellent rear and tail-set, excellent coat texture correct mover.

16 - Red boy, nice construction, very good neck little bit too heavy, correct head but exp is too
hard little bit to cheeky. excellent front and rear, correct tail-set excellent mover with good
drive.

Limit dog;

22 - Red boy, elegant male, excellent construction ,nice top-line, elegant neck, correct head with
good exp, very good wrinkles, correct front and rear very good tail-set, double curl, excellent
coat correct mover
20 - Correct construction, very good top, tail-set nice head very good wrinkles, ears little big,
very good front little bit weak in pasture, correct rear, excellent coat nice mover
23 - Tricolour, could have better markings. strong boy, heavy head, little bit too cheeky. correct
bone and fit. excellent rear and tail-set, nice side mover.

State bred dog;
25 - Medium size red boy, excellent construction, very good neck, correct head could have
better eye shape, almond eye shape. correct front and rear. very good tail-set, nicely curly.
Excellent coat, very nice mover with excellent driver.
24 - Big boy, excellent construction, elegant neck. very good head, too wide in cheek. little too
long eyes. correct wrinkles, excellent front and rear, excellent tail set, top line could be better in
movement, correct mover.
27 - Very good construction, little bit more elegant neck, correct head with excellent wrinkle.
ears could have better placement, correct front and rear, correct coat and correct mover.

Aus bred dog;
29 - Excellent construction, nice top line, excellent neck, could have better head, little bit heavy.
correct wrinkles and ears, correct front excellent rear and tail-set excellent coat, very nice side
mover, excellent drive little loose in front
30 - Medium size boy, excellent construction, correct top-line, little bit more neck, nice head
correct wrinkles, very good ear set, excellent eyes, correct front in standing, excellent rear and
tail-set correct coat and texture. top-line could be better in movement, correct mover.
32 - Strong boy, very good top-line, head is little bit too much cheeky. correct wrinkles and ears,
very good eyes, strong bone, and ribs. very good rear and tail-set, excellent coat very good
mover.

Open dog;
34 - Red boy, excellent construction, correct size, excellent top-line, excellent neck, nice head.
little bit more wrinkles, excellent ear, excellent front, excellent rear and tail-set correct coat,
excellent mover good drive.
33 - Excellent construction, correct top-line, tail-set could be better, excellent head, nice
wrinkles and ears. correct front, very good rear, correct curly tail. in movement top-line could be
better, excellent drive.
36 - Nice body, correct neck, very good head. little bit more wrinkles needs, very good front and
rear. correct tail-set, excellent coat, correct mover.

Veteran 7 -9 dog;
38 - Very attractive, small tricolour boy, excellent condition. nice body, correct head, with nice
dark eyes. Very good wrinkles, excellent front and rear, tail-set coat marking. excellent mover.
39 - Strong black boy, very heavy head. good have more wrinkles, dark eyes, correct feet. very
good rear and tail-set, in excellent conditions - correct mover.

Veteran 10yo dog;
42 - Top condition tricolour boy, still excellent mover with good top-line excellent marking tricolour. correct tail-set
40 - Excellent condition red boy, top-line could be better, nice head. excellent ears placement,
tail is low s et, correct mover for age.
41 - Strong boy, head is little bit heavy but in bal with body, top condition for age. correct front,
very good tail-set correct mover.

Junior bitch;
43 - Limit bite, superb red bitch. with excellent construction, a lot of elegance and power in ring.
nice top-line and neck, lovely expressive head excellent front and rear. excellent tail-set, superb
mover with excellent driver.
46 - Correct red bitch, with very good top-line elegant neck. correct head with nice wrinkles,
very good ears placement. correct mover, very good tail-set and coat.
47 - Correct construction, little long in body, top could be better. very nice head with deep
wrinkles, excellent ear placement. little bit straight behind, correct tail-set, top-line on move

could be better. needs a little bit more driver.

Intermediate bitch;
48 - Brindle bitch, with nice construction, correct top-line nice head, correct ear placement,
correct eye shape, excellent front. in standing correct rear, excellent tail set. nice brindle colour,
excellent move on side little bit loose in front.
52 - Excellent construction, red bitch smaller in size, top-line could be better, nice head with
good expression and wrinkles, correct front and rear very good tail-set excellent coat texture,
excellent mover on the side. Very good in front.
49 - Correct red bitch, very good top-line excellent neck. nice head with excellent wrinkles, little
bit toesy in front. excellent rear, tail-set could be better e excellent coat texture very good
mover.

Limit bitch;
54 - Tall bitch, with excellent construction. very elegant, nice neck. excellent head and
expression, nice wrinkles excellent front and rear, excellent tail-set, excellent coat. excellent
mover with good drive.
55 - Medium size red bitch, correct top-line nice head with excellent wrinkles, excellent ear
placement nice front correct rear and tail set, correct mover top-line could be stronger excellent
coat
57 - Black bitch, medium size, very good top-line tail-set, nice head feminine expression.
excellent eye shape, very good front and rear. excellent coat, very good mover.
State bred bitch;
60 - Medium size red bitch, strong in body top line would be better. little bit more neck, nice
head, very good wrinkles, excellent front and rear angulation, excellent tail-set correct side
mover top-line could be better excellent coat.
63 - Elegant bitch, correct construction very good top-line, elegant neck nice feminine head,
excellent wrinkles, ears little big, very good front. very good chest, correct rear and tail-set very
good coat excellent side mover.
64 - Tricolour bitch, almond eyes, could be better. correct neck, nice head little bit more
wrinkled. little bit cheeky, correct front little bit week in pasture, excellent rear angulation, tail
double curl correct coat, tail could be better.

Aus bred bitch;

66 - Tricolour bitch, correct top-line, nice neck, correct head, muzzle could be more balance with
cheek. excellent front and chest nice rear, excellent tail-set nice marking excellent mover.
69 - Medium size bitch, excellent construction, nice top-line excellent head with deep wrinkles
excellent ear-set, correct/very good front. excellent rear, excellent text coat and colour, correct
mover tail could be stronger.
70 - Very good bite, correct size and top-line, correct head with small ears. excellent very good
front. excellent eyes, back angulations, very good tail-set coat texture could be better. correct
mover, little bit loose in front.

Open bitch;
75 - Nice red bitch, correct type, excellent top-line, nice hear with good wrinkles and expression.
correct front and chest. good have more angulation behind, excellent tail set correct mover
could have more drive excellent coat
76 - Elegant bitch, nice construct top-line, elegant neck, very nice head with good ear-set,
excellent front, excellent rear and tail-set, excellent coat, little bit loose in front, correct side
73 - Tall bitch, correct cont, very good top-line, very good neck. nice head with correct wrinkles.
Very good front, correct back angulation, excellent tail set, nice side mover correct coat.

Veteran 7-9 bitch;
79 - Nice black bitch, excellent condition, excellent type, top-line could be better. excellent neck,
correct head but could have more wrinkles, excellent front. correct rear, very good tail-set, nice
mover but top-line could be stronger.
80 - Nice brindle bitch, correct type, roach back especially in movement, nice head with correct
wrinkles, very good ear set, very good front, cor rear, tail is low set, excellent colour, very good
mover.
81 - Brindle bitch, correct construction, but top-line is very soft especially in standing. correct
head but could have more wrinkles, very good angulations. correct tail-set correct mover.

Veteran 10yo bitch;
84 - Black bitch, good condition for age. nice type, correct neck, excellent head, correct mover
for age.

Nuder dog;

87 - Nice black boy, didn't like to stand but superb mover with excellent drive, elegant neck nice
head, good have a little bit more wrinkles. lovely male.
86 - Correct construction, top-line could be better, nice head with excellent wrinkles, correct
front and fit, excellent rear, cor tail-set, correct mover.
89 - Strong boy, head is a little too wide, excellent wrinkles correct depth, very good tail-set,
correct mover.

